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Summary

The two types of fuel most frequently used by the main research reactors are metallic:
highly enriched uranium (>90%) and silicide low enriched uranium (<20%) at 4,8 g/cm3.

However, a need exists for research on new reactor fuel. This would permit some plants
to convert without losses in flux or in cycle length and would allow new reactor projects
to achieve higher possibilities especially in fluxes. In these cases research is made either
on silicide with higher density, or on other types of fuel (UMo, etc.).

In all cases when new fuel is proposed, there is a need, for safety reasons, to test it,
especially regarding the mechanical evolution due to burn-up (swelling, etc.). Initially,
such tests are often made with separate plates, but lately, using entire elements.
Destructive examinations are often necessary.

For this type of test, the High Flux Reactor, located in Petten (The Netherlands) has
many specific advantages :

a large core, providing a variety of interesting positions with high fluence rate
a downward coolant flow simplifies the engineering of the device
there exists easy access with all handling possibilities to the hot-cells
the high number of operating days (>280 days/year), together with the high flux,
gives a possibility to reach quickly the high burn-up needs
an experienced engineering department capable of translating specific
requirements to tailor-made experimental devices
a well equipped hot-cell laboratory on site to perform all necessary
measurements (swelling, y-scanning, profilometry) and all destructive
examinations.

In conclusion, the HFR reactor readily permits experimental research on specific
fuels used for research reactors with all the necessary facilities on the Petten site.
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Introduction

The HFR located at Petten (Netherlands) belongs to the Institute for Advanced Materials
of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission. The day-to-day
operation and maintenance of the plant are carried out under contract by the Nuclear
Research and Consultancy Group (NRG).

The HFR is of the tank-in-pool type, light water cooled and moderated. It is operated at
45 MW. it has been in operation since 1962, and following complete refurbishment in
recent years, the HFR still has a technical life beyond the year 2015. It is one of the most
powerful multi-purpose materials testing reactors in the world.

The reactor provides a variety of irradiation facilities and possibilities : in the reactor core,
in the reflector region, and in the poolside. Horizontal beam tubes are available for
research, and medical applications with neutrons. Gamma irradiation facilities are also
available. Excellently equipped hot-cell laboratories, on the Petten site, can virtually
provide all envisaged post-irradiation examinations.

The close co-operation between the Joint Research Centre and the Nuclear Research
and Consultancy Group (NRG) on all aspects of nuclear research and technology is
essential to maintain the key position of the HFR amongst research reactors world-wide.
This co-operation has led to a unique HFR structure, in which both organisations are
involved with the aim to adopt a more market oriented approach and offer their long
standing and recognised competence in exploiting a powerful, reliable set of nuclear
facilities to world-wide interested parties.

HFR is also in the core of the Medical Valley association. This association between IAM,
NRG, Mallinckrodt and hospitals leads to a medical structure unique in the world, and
more than 50% of the reactor is already used for medical applications : radio-isotope
production, Boron Neutron Capture Therapy, etc.

The present HFR operating schedule consists of 11 cycles of 28 days (24.7 days of full
power operation and 3.3 days for core reloading procedures) and 2 maintenance stops
of about 4 weeks resulting in at least 280 days of full power operation per year. The
yearly operational plan for the HFR is issued in October and is followed as closely as
possible to offer the users a predictable timetable for reliable experimental and isotope
production planning.

Why MTR fuel testing?

Tests are requested for MTR fuel for several reasons :
Existing MTR fuel. Even for existing and well-known MTR fuel some needs can
exist for specific use (high burn-up,....) or for testing new specifications of
fabrications (clad thickness )
New reactor projects. For new reactors (FRM II, Horowitz,...) specific new fuels
are designed to reach higher performance for these reactors. These new fuels
have to be tested.
New fuel development. To extend the RERTR programme, new fuels are under
development (UMo for example) and need also to be qualified.
New producers. A new producer needs a qualification of his products.
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What are the results to provide during a test?

• Swelling
The main qualification for a new fuel is the verification of fuel swelling with burn-up.
This verification can be made at the end of the test, or at the end of each monthly
cycle.
In fact, and if the final result expected is "not swelling", a final measurement of plate
thickness is sufficient.
This measurement can be made under water (more difficult to manage, but possible
to do shortly after irradiation) or in a hot-cell (more time for a decreasing residual
power is still necessary).

• Cladding failure
The operation with this fuel can demonstrate that cladding failure or not, occurred
during the cycles.

• Destructive test
For final qualification, only a destructive test in the hot-cells can give a final status of
the fuel after irradiation.

• Burn-up value
The final burn-up is often given by (y-scanning measurements in the hot-cells.
A more precise status of the final burn-up can also be given by chemical means,
but it is a very expensive method.

• Conclusion
After the test, the customer, will know the following points for the fuel, for a given
burn-up
- cladding failure status
- swelling status
- final status of the fuel after destructive examinations (micro-structure of the meat,

chemical bum-up measurements).

Presentation of HFR possibilities

• Core description
The core lattice is a 9 x 9 array (729 mm x 750.4 mm) containing 33 fuel assemblies,
6 control assemblies, 19 experiment positions and 23 beryllium reflector elements.
Therefore, 19 experiment positions exist with various flux possibilities.

The following table gives, for example, the flux (average value) in two different places
(inrrr2s-1)

Position
H2
C5

Fast Flux (E>1MeV)
0,43.1018

2.06.018

Total flux(E>0,1MEV
0,91.1018

3.89.1018
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• Thermohvdraulic limits
Operation is restricted to under 90 kW/plate. In case of difficulties, an experiment can
be started in a place with lower flux. After several cycles, the final burn-up, can be
reached in another place where a larger flux is available.

• Number of operating days
With more than 280 operating days/year, the necessary burn-up can be reached
more quickly in HFR than in most other reactors.

• Device
Two possibilities exist for the test: the plates are made under the final form of HFR
fuel assemblies (horizontal cross section 81 x 77 mm, height 924 mm) and tested as
normal;
or plates of other dimensions are taken and irradiated in tailor-made holders.
The downward coolant flow simplifies the engineering of these holders which serve
only as a mechanical support of the plates.

• Measurements
All necessary measurements can be performed within easy access in the hot-cells

swelling measurements by mechanical apparatus in the hot-cells
- -/-scanning

all destructive examinations (micrographics ).

• Calculation and engineering
All the possibilities of neutronics thermalhydraulic calculations and engineering
designs and manufacture are available on-site. You will find in figure 1 an example of
a neutronic analysis (WIMS) on test fuel plates. The fig. 1 shows the full neutronic
model applied for a power-level study on a tailor-made facility containing three
different core-positions (G3, G5 and G7).

HFR fuel testing experience :

• Within the framework of the US sponsored RERTR programme, a total of 6 LEU
elements have already been test irradiated in the High Flux Reactor (HFR) during the
period 1981 to 1991. These elements containing U30s, U3Si2-AI and U3Si15-AI were
fabricated by NUKEM (Germany), CERCA (France) and B&W (USA) respectively.
The results of the in-core behaviour and the findings of PIE were reported at different
RERTR meetings [1].
The tests were conducted in-core with full size elements and with the number of
plates reduced from 23 to 20 for each element.
The tests were conducted up to a burn-up of 50% to 75%, without mechanical
problems (swelling or fuel deformation).

• More recently full size tests of LEU elements produced by UKAEA, (Dounreay, U.K.)
were conducted in-core [2], [3]. The two LEU elements completed 12 HFR cycles
(307 full power days) to a burn-up of 55%.
Coolant gap checks and visual inspections were performed after each cycle
throughout the irradiation period, verifing good in-pile behaviour of the fuel elements.
At present the agreed PIE is being performed at ECN's hot-cell laboratories.
The objective of these tests is the qualification of the UKAEA silicide production
process.
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Conclusion

For qualification of research reactor fuel, the HFR has possibilities to test full size fuel
assemblies or separate fuel plates in special devices.

For these types of test, the High Flux Reactor has many specific advantages :
- a large core, providing a variety of interesting positions with high fluence rates
- a downward coolant flow simplifying the engineering of the device
- easy access with all handling possibilities to the hot-cells
- the high number of operating days (>280 days/year), together with the high flux,

gives a possibility to reach quickly the high burn-up needs
- an experienced engineering department capable of translating specific requirements

into tailor-made experimental devices
- a well equipped hot-celi laboratory on site to perform all necessary measurements

(swelling, (y-scanning, etc.) and all destructive examinations.
Several fuel tests for the future are presently under preparation.
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Fig. 1 : Model used for the core calculation for an MTR fuel test with a
tailor-made device for three plates
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